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CORRECTNESS OF SCALE AND DIMENSIONS TO BE CHECKED BY CONTRACTOR.
1. FORGE MAIN PROFILE

NOTE: Thrust block volumes below 4000 cu. ft. for connecting areas a

NOTE: Thrust block volumes below 4000 cu. ft. for connecting areas shall be

2. VERTICAL THRUST BLOCK TABLE

FOR VALVES AND FITTINGS

3. LOCATION OF THRUST BLOCKS

NOT TO SCALE

4. DRAINAGE POND TYPICAL X-SECTION

NOTE: Thrust block volumes below 4000 cu. ft. for connecting areas shall be

CAUTION: FIRE-main provides water for extinguishing and fire protection.

CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK TABLE
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DESIGN/SEDIMENTATION CONTROL NOTES

1. AN EROSION/SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLAN IS REQUIRED FOR THIS PROJECT. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL MEASURES AS IDENTIFIED IN THIS PLAN IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE EROSION CONTROL WORKER. ALL CONSTRUCTION AND ALTERED AREAS MUST BE COVERED AND EROSION CONTROL MEASURES INSTALLED AS FULLY ANDsoon TO THE DATE OF COMPLETION AND AS REQUIRED BY THE LOCALITY WHERE THE CONSTRUCTION IS TO BE PERFORMED.

2. APPROVAL OF THIS DESIGN/SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLAN DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN APPROVAL OF ANY PROPOSED FLOOD, STORM DRAINAGE, OR OTHER WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS DECLARED OR SHOWN ON THE PLAN.

3. THE EROSION/Sedimentation Control Measures Shown Are the Minimum Requirements for the Minimization of Erosion and Sedimentation. THEY MUST BE IN PLACE BY THE DATE OF THE FIRST CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND REMAINED IN PLACE UNTIL THE LAST ACTIVITY. THE CONTRACTOR/DEVELOPER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTALLING MINIMUM FLOOD CONTROL AND STORM DRAINAGE FACILITIES REQUIRED BY THE LOCALITY WHERE THE CONSTRUCTION IS TO BE PERFORMED.

4. EROSION CONTROL MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE AT THE SITE OF CONSTRUCTION AND THE LIMITS OF THE EROSION CONTROL PLAN SHOWING THE FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM IS DRAWN IN THIS PLAN.

5. EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

6. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

7. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

8. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

9. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

10. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

11. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

12. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

13. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

14. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

15. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.

16. THE EROSION Control MEASURES MUST BE IN PLACE UNTIL CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED. FOR ALL EXCAVATIONS, DUMPING, AND ALL OPERATIONS WHERE SOILS ARE EXPOSED TO FLOW TO PREVENT THE EROSION OF SOILS.
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